
  Randall Packer:Coming up: Kit Galloway on Networked Conversations 

  Randall Packer:We're starting in 45 minutes. 

  roger mills:ok, i was just testing 

  Randall Packer:HI Roger, welcome! 

  Randall Packer:And greetings Artur and the eyeball kid... 

  roger mills:hi - it wasn't connecting first time so reinstalled software and got in 

  roger mills:i'll leave you to it ! 

  Randall Packer:Glad you made it... 

  Artur Matuck:Hi Randall... Artur's Hub is on air! 

  The Eyeball Kid:Stylin'! 

  Artur Matuck:hi there! 

  The Eyeball Kid:It's me, man! 

  Artur Matuck:we also have Daniel and Patrick here... patrick is from Haiti! 

  The Eyeball Kid:<wink> 

  The Eyeball Kid:solid 

  Artur Matuck:Hi Kit 

  Artur Matuck:Where is your archive ? 

  Artur Matuck:Is it available ? 

  Andy Deck 2:Randall, can you close my Andy Deck entry. I've inadvertently opened two 

connections and only the second one is working right 

  Andy Deck 2:I can still hear you and see you, although I'm not sure you can hear me. 

  Masami Kikuchi:hello, from Japan 

  Alvin:Hello from Singapore 

  Phyllis:Hello from Washington, DC! 

  Masami Kikuchi:can you hear me 

  Masami Kikuchi:can you hear me? 

  Phyllis:Hi, Kit! 

  Richard Lowenberg:Greetings Kit and Randall 

  Artur Matuck:Masami, only the presenters and the host can talk... 

  dlb:hi everyone 

  Masami Kikuchi:no nothing here in japan 

  Phyllis:Can you send a URl to the book? 

  Andy Deck:New York City 

  dlb:brooklyn in the house 

  dlb:yeah, i'm just some guy 

  Phyllis:DC 

  lekseikones:greece! yes 

  dlb:but i was "here" last time 

  lekseikones:haha thanks 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:Chicago 

  Skip Blumberg:buenos nocvhes 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:Northwest Chicago represent 

  ken:morning from Beijing 

  roger mills:hi everyone 

  Skip Blumberg:horse farm? forreal? 

  Skip Blumberg:mojave? 



  Paul Hertz:++ one more person from NW #Chicago 

  Skip Blumberg:I was in 29 Palms in March. 

  Lila Moore:hi, everyone 

  roger mills:hello from Sydney 

  Alvin:ecafe.com 

  Skip Blumberg:Randall's audio level is considerably hotter than Kit's level. 

  roger mills:yes 

  lekseikones:I can confirm about the european sleep-issue now 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:can see the images OK! 

  Skip Blumberg:a0K 

  Randall Packer:Thanks Skip, just turned my audio down. 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:wow 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:thats some historic stuff 

  lekseikones:is this documented in a book edition? 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:I've read about "Hole in Space" in books, but this is a unique 

presentation 

  Phyllis:Great photos! 

  lekseikones:nice! 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:This is all great 

  Andy Deck:Too bad Adobe Connect can't do compositing! 

  Randall Packer:It can if you force it... 

  dlb:chunky style time, the time that eats like a meal 

  dlb:delay =  latency,- now just later, delay + feedback =filters and oscillators, signal generation 

and processing 

  roger mills:wonderful 

  Lila Moore:beautiful 

  molly H:ðŸ˜ € very cool 

  roger mills:could they hear the audio ? 

  lekseikones:Maybe it's the peculiar video quality, Phil Morton came to my mind. 

  lekseikones:Was there any interaction? 

  bruno duque:Ellen Sebastian Chang and Maya Gurantz are their names 

  bruno duque:A Hole in Space - Oakland Redux, 2015 

  Richard Lowenberg:Jim Wiseman should also be credited for his role in the '77 work. 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:seems to me like the technology is the unsung hero in Kit and 

Sherrie's work. The public-facing UX tech is cool, but there is so much that happens behind the 

scenes. Sciency 

  roger mills:does sound play any role in this 77 work  ? 

  AlvinonXPS:Jimmy carter was still president during this era, wasn't he? 

  AlvinonXPS:Reagan took over in 1981 I think. 

  AlvinonXPS:I wonder if the two administrations during the time supportive of NASA and 

satellite art? 

  Andy Deck:In 2008 networks like CNN reported widely on a Paul St George 'telectroscope' that 

live-linked London and Brooklyn. It had a steam punk style and was couched in a fictional 

framing related to a 19th century inventor. Do you have a response to this sort of derivative 

work, or the chronic lack of context in media coverage of "new technology?" 



  Lila Moore:Hi Kit, I have two interrelated questions. I am very interested in your notion of 

ritual.  How did you and Sherrie Rabinowitz  envision the notion of rituals in Hole in Space and 

Light Transition? 2) Youngblood wrote that "Rabinowitz imagined a global version: at summer 

solstice, live transmissions from ancient astronomical architectures around the world". Can you 

talk about the architecture of the piece Light Transition in terms of the ceremonial dimensions of 

this architecture? 

  AlvinonXPS:How was funding? 

  roger mills:What is the role of sound in your work ? 

  molly H:where do you see or might we find or are there vestiges of what you invented? if so, 

where? 

  AlvinonXPS:I can't imagine the institutions in Singapore supporting artists on such a scale. 

  AlvinonXPS:That's what makes America great. Lol. 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:Electronic Cafe is a meditation of global / local 

  Paul Hertz:IN an interview with Annemarie Chandler you and Sherrie mention arhcitect 

Lawrence Halprin theories...and I am wondering how your work constitutes (and is influenced 

by) a new architecture (Christopher Alexander also comes to mind) with virtual space enabled by 

and connected with real spaces. 

  lekseikones:glocal 

  AlvinonXPS:Hole and Space and Internet Cafe required technical and financial support to fly, 

and man, am I genuinely impressed. 

  AlvinonXPS:Erratum: Hole in Space 

  molly H:great work 

  AlvinonXPS:$40'000 worth of equipment back then. Wow! 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:in case you missed it earlier: ecafe.com 

  Paul Hertz:Love the archive // and yet the effects of the work are not in the archive but in the 

memories of the participants // 

  AlvinonXPS:The technology was almost invisible 

  AlvinonXPS:Just the screen was visible 

  molly H:lol 

  bruno duque:How did he chose which places would be connected with others? 

  AlvinonXPS:Wonderful example of how seamless the design of the set up was 

  Paul Hertz:Sorry, GTG. This has been XCLNT. 

  AlvinonXPS:Oh wait, this was in the 80s, the technology  was much more visible in that era 

  AlvinonXPS:We don't even think about them now, like fish in water 

  molly H:thnx wonderful this has been very interesting, love these projects 

  roger mills:we have already noticed in this interview how sound can change perception of 

meaning making whether it is distortion on Randall's mic or latency between  speakers. If you 

have a moment please let us know if / how sound was used in these work. 

  lekseikones:haha a creative resurrection of the question, would be interesting to know really 

  roger mills:Thanks Randall 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:Great talk 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:Great question 

  AlvinonXPS:I think in 1980 when Hole in Space primiered, large screens like the one used 

were a rarity. I don 

  AlvinonXPS:'t think  the baseball stadiums in America had jumbo screens in 1980, did they? 



  AlvinonXPS:Jumbotrons and giant outdoor displays came to the scene after Hole in Space 

didn't they? 

  AlvinonXPS:Must have added to the excitement of the participants seeing themselves on the 

large screen. 

  Andy Deck:Those 1980 'jumbo trons' were very low res lightbulb-based panels 

  AlvinonXPS:I recall how excited we were to see ourselves on TV in the 80s, when video 

cameras were pointed at passers by at department stores. The undergrads at NTU now appear 

desensitized to this. 

  AlvinonXPS:I believe the first jumbotron was installed in American baseball stadium 

  roger mills:Thanks Kit, Kris and Randall. I've gotta go..great discussion ! 

  ken:speaking of which, I got to get to class. thanx all. 

  Andy Deck:There was a jumbo-tron like screen in Times Square in the 1950s that was driven 

by light sensors and a film made by Norman McLaren.  It was an ad for Canadian tourism 

  AlvinonXPS:Kit and Sherri were lightyears ahead of their time. Amazing. 

  Andy Deck:The film was projected on a wall of light sensors that triggered the light bulbs 

outside. 

  Andy Deck:Board of Light 

  AlvinonXPS:1950s display technology? Must have been in black and white 

  Andy Deck:It may have been 1961. 

  lekseikones:third space network is the contemporary electronic cafe ha 

  Andy Deck:Thanks Kit!  Great to hear you talk about your work. 

  bruno duque:Thanks! 

  Artur Matuck:Thanks, Kit and Randall 

  Lila Moore:Thank you! 

  guest:Thank you 

  Masami Kikuchi:i ve been here, kit, and nice to hear from you 

  Phyllis:Thanks, Randall, Kit, and Kris! 

  Artur Matuck:and also Paulsen... 

  lekseikones:Thank you great experience~ 

  Andy Deck:Thanks Randall, Kris, Kit. 

  AlvinonXPS:Wonderful session. Thanks  all. 

  Andrew_Oleksiuk_MFA:thanks all 

  Masami Kikuchi:sayonara,  from japan 

  Andy Deck:Can the chat transcript be saved? 

  bruno duque:great! 

  Kris Paulsen 2:Thanks, guys! 

  Randall Packer:Thank you everyone! 
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